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2017 Hard Drive Reliability.
Backblaze issued a report on hard
drive failure rates for all drives in
use at the end of September 2017.
Useful for all HD buyers.
tinyurl.com/yacwrkrf.
How to Protect Private Info
S t o r e d o n Yo u r i P h o n e .
Protecting your privacy takes
knowledge and time. This article,
tinyurl.com/ybm7jw9j, should help.!
The Best Desktop Organizers.
Some good suggestions here for
those who would like to better
organize their physical desktop.
tinyurl.com/y7s7jw3n.!
How To Shoot With Portrait
Lighting. Refers to a helpful Apple
video. tinyurl.com/ybuvodnj.!
The Basics of Blockchain
Technology. If want to get some
idea of what blockchain is, this is
one of the best articles.
tinyurl.com/ydeq3h86.!
Is your digital life ready for your
d e a t h ? A l i t t l e g r i z z l y, b u t
necessary if you have social media
accounts. tinyurl.com/y9f4muv8.!
AT TIMES IMAGES MAY BE A BIT
FUZZY IF ORIGINAL IMAGES WERE
FUZZY. IF YOU NEED TO READ
THEM, PLEASE GO TO THE
ORIGINAL ARTICLE.!
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MEETINGS - SECOND
SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

iCLOUD & SIRI FOCUS
DRONES NOW & FUTURE
Our presenter at this Saturday’s meeting will be Bob Barton who will
provide us with an overview of what is in use today and look at some
interesting applications being developed for future use. If time and
weather permit, a live demonstration of one of the more popular
consumer models, the DJI Phantom 3, will be provided.
Unmanned Air Systems/Vehicles, often called drones, are rampant in
the consumer, professional and military spheres these days. Most
carry a camera and have a video link for viewing by the operator.
The military versions have optical, infrared and radar sensors and
some carry missiles and bombs.
Bob is a long-time member of MLMUG. He was Treasurer for several years and is
currently Webmaster and Newer Users Special Interest Group leader. He retired from
Lockheed-Martin in 2009 from a career in power systems (at GE) and aerospace
engineering. Macs have been in the Barton household since Bob's wife, Karen,
obtained a Mac Plus for desktop publishing in the 1980's.

MLMUG FEBRUARY

We meet at the Community Center in Hershey’s Mill in West Chester Take
Greenhill to the Hershey’s Drive entry and go up the hill to the Community
Center. Map is at tinyurl.com/mrmtnd7.!
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Typical Meeting Agenda!
9:00 - 9:05: # Call to order in main meeting
room.!
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:!
#

Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.!

#

Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.!

#

OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.!

10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.!
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.!

MLMUG Email list!
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Yahoo Groups. Compose
your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list..
Contact Bob Barton if you are a
member and you are not on the
list.!
Please observe rules of etiquette.
in Yahoo Groups Terms of Service.
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple/Macintosh-related
items for sale, but any solicitation
of members through the list is
forbidden without the written
consent of a MLMUG o"cer.

10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)!
11:50 - Noon: Ra$es and silent auctions.!
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

3

New Users SIG!
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.!
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.!
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President, Program Director &
Vendor Liaison

Newsletter Copy Editor & Apple
User Group Ambassador

Maria O. Arguello!

Deane Lappin!

mariarguello@mac.com!
Vice President & Multimedia SIG
Co-Chair

deanezl@verizon.net!
Newer Users SIG Co-Chair &
Webmaster

Larry Campbell!

Bob Barton!
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Membership Information!
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due. !
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:!

lcampbell9@me.com!
Treasurer, Membership &
Facilities Coordinator

barton@bee.net!
Newsletter Graphics Editor

Elliott Cobin!

Sally Bazrod!

eicobin@gmail.com!
Secretary & Newsletter Editor

sallybazrod@mac.com!

Mark Bazrod!

Adam Rice!

msb@lpilease.com!
Member-at-Large

adam@adamrice.org!
Ra"e Chair

% Discounts. Vendors o&er special prices to User
Group members.!

Deane Lappin!

Susan Czarnecki

deanezl@verizon.net!

sparsefur@yahoo.com

% Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.!

Educational Liaison
Linda McNeil!
mcneil.linda@gmail.com!
Multimedia SIG Co-Chair

OS/iOS SIG Chair

% Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
and meet everyone from working Mac
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.!
% Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.!
% Useful free items at the monthly Ra"es. !

Social Secretary

% MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group. !

Gail Montgomery!

% Reviewers keep items reviewed.!
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:!
Treasurer, MLMUG!
P.O. Box 1374!
Southeastern, PA 19399!
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found that it was a bit of a pain finding out what free programs
are available and how to access them.!

By Mark Bazrod

Most of the major cable TV providers, such as Comcast, FIOS
and' DirectTV, o&er apps which allow you to stream program to
your iPad. Most TV channels also o&er apps, allowing viewing of
full episodes, including many past ones. Check out ABC, ABC
Family, Discovery Channel, Disney, NBC, PBS, TBS, TLC and
TNT. It seems like a lot of work to watch all the episodes of the
current season, let alone prior years’ episodes.!

Free TV on an iPad
Wouldn’t it be convenient to be able to watch TV on your iPad,
unless, of course, you have a TV in every room in your house. It
sounds a really great way to take advantage of the portability of
the iPad,!

You have to work through the apps and websites to verify your
subscription which is a bit of a pain since there is no consistency
between the apps or websites. !

I wanted to listen to the State of the Union speech the other
night, but I also want to do some work on the computer at the
same time. Neither e&ort required my full attention. So I
wondered if I could listen to my iPad in my o"ce while working
on the computer at the same time. There’s no TV in the o"ce.
After some playing around, I found that by going directly (without
downloading the app) to CNN.com, I could get video and audio.
However, at msnbc.com, I could only get audio of live show.
(Later found I could have by clicking on TV monitor icon on left.)!

Here’s some of the apps I explored:!
Crackle - O&ers tons of Sony movies and TV shows, although I
found I didn’t recognize very many of them. Some say this is a
must-have app.!
ABC - Lots of series, but it seems that many of the episodes are
not in any logical order. I suspect you have to be a big TV
watcher to make sense of what you want to see and how to find.!

So I listened to the speech on CNN, but switched over to
MSNBC with only audio because I prefer to listen to the MSNBC
commentators.!

ABC News, NBC News, CBS News, CNN, etc. - All have tons of
clips from TV programs. It’s somewhat like reading newspapers
online, but nowhere near as well organized.!

Based upon this experience, I wondered how usefre
useful it would be
to watch TV on my iPad. It’s not that I often use the iPad and the
TV at the same time, but it’s sometimes handy to watch TV in a
room of the house which doesn’t have a TV. Also, if your spouse
is watching a TV program which you are not interested in, you
can watch a di&erent TV program on your iPad, but still be in the
same room as your spouse. !

PBS - I like PBS shows so I found the PBS app understandable
and very usable.!
History Channel - Lots of shows and series. Excellent search
engine to find the shows you want.!
So - although watching TV on the iPad seems attractive, I doubt I
will be using that capability very often - with certain exceptions
noted below.!

I don’t watch much TV, except for news or political programs
early in the morning or after dinner - and movies, all of which are
watched in the living/dining room where there is a TV. Also, I

My suggestion is to first select the channels or programs you
watch or want to watch. Next, go to the app store and download
the apps for those channels or programs. Finally, open the apps
and see which ones are to your liking. I found that apps such as
5
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PBS and the History Channel were of substantial interest, not
only introducing me to programs that I never heard of (such as
141 episodes of Ancient Aliens), but also unaired episodes of
Victoria. And for more information, go to Page 19.!
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that iCloud is a mostly invisible, but important, set of services
designed to keep documents and data in sync and current
between Apple devices. That means, for example, that if you
update contact information on the iPhone, the change gets
pushed to all your Macs, iPads, iPod touch devices — any Apple
device logged into the same iCloud ID.
iCloud storage, backups and pricing

Michael deAgonia posted the following article to
computerworldcom on August 11, 2017 tinyurl.com/y8g2obpy ©
Computerworld Inc. He is an award-winning writer, computer
consultant and technologist who has been working on computers
since 1993.

Beyond simple data syncing, iCloud is used for storage, similar
to DropBox or Microsoft's OneDrive. You can upload, share and
store documents and data and then access the docs and data
from any computer with a web browser. iCloud is also used to
store and transfer large attachments sent from Apple's iCloud
email addresses.

How Apple iCloud Works (And What To
Do When It Doesn’t)

iCloud also stores a backup of the apps and data on your iOS
devices, and — in case your device is lost or stolen
—'iCloud.com allows you to track your iPhone's location, as well
as send a message to display on the device, lock the phone,
and/or remotely wipe your data. The backups stored on iCloud
can be used to restore data to a troublesome iOS device or
easily set up of a new iPhone or iPad. That allows you to be up
and running as if the new device had always been yours.

Apple’s cloud-based storage, backup and syncing service is the
glue that connects iOS and macOS and makes everything work
seamlessly. For those times when problems arise, we have the
answers on how to fix things.

By Michael deAgonia

If you're an Apple user, chances are high you're already
connected to iCloud. If you're new to Apple, you should know
6
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iCloud.com gives you online access to iCloud services.
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and Continuity features are the ones you'll use most. Since
iCloud is nearly invisible once it's set up and running, most users
won't even think about it — unless an error occurs. Thankfully,
there are simple fixes to many common issues.

Each iCloud account gets 5GB of storage, and according to
Apple, that specifically means data from mail, documents,
photos and videos stored in Photos library, as well as iOS device
backups. (iCloud keeps track of purchases through the iTunes
store so that other devices have access to the content, but
iTunes-sourced music, apps, movies, TV shows and books don't
count against your available online storage.)!

Finding and changing iCloud settings
iCloud settings can be viewed and changed in the Settings app
in iOS, (naturally enough, under the iCloud section). Here, you'll
find a list of apps that are using iCloud services. Next to the list
of apps, you'll see toggle switches to enable or disable data
syncing between your Apple devices for that app. If you prefer
that data from a particular app stay local on your device
(meaning it won't be shared across devices), here is where you
would disable the option.

Apple allows users to buy more storage and pay for it monthly.
For many users, especially those who take lots of photos or
videos, this is a must. Pricing is in three levels: for 99 cents a
month, you get 50GB of storage. For $2.99 a month, you get
200GB of storage. And for $9.99 a month, you get 2TB of cloud
storage.

My advice: For every app that
supports iCloud, I have
syncing enabled. When I feel
the urge to reach for any my
Apple devices, I like that the
app data will be the same on
all of them. I don't have to
wonder which device has the
most current data. But even if
you decide to disable some
features, there is one that I
recommend you keep on no
matter what: Find My iPhone.

A note about privacy: iCloud acts as both a bridge and safety net
for users, and since it's at the center of your digital life —
meaning it handles a lot of personal data — it's important to note
that Apple calls out privacy as something it takes seriously. That
should reassure even strict privacy proponents who want to
protect sensitive data. Apple's straightforward privacy policy is
available online here.
Continuity and Hando#
iCloud is integral to how Apple's devices communicate with each
other. iOS devices logged into iCloud support the Continuity
feature called Hando&, which allows for switching between
di&erent hardware while performing a task. For instance, you can
start an email on the iPhone and, if you want, then complete it on
an iMac, mid-creation. It's a useful service if you move from
device to device, and is supported in a variety of built-in apps,
including Mail, Safari and Apple's version of the Microsoft O"ce
suite (Pages, Numbers and Keynote).

Find My iPhone explained

iCloud is at the heart of integrating a number of other features —
everything from helping you find your friends (or your phone if it's
misplaced) to photo syncing and sharing — but the sync, storage
7

This vital service lets you
track where your iPhone is at
all times, even if it's hidden in
a couch cushion. You can
enable an audible alert — to
find it under said couch
cushion — but, if the phone
iCloud settings are available in is really lost, you can lock it
the Settings App in iOS.
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and send a message to display on the Lock screen. Access to
these options is available through any web browser pointed to
iCloud.com. Besides using the site to track your phone on a map
or send a message or audio alert, you can also put the phone
into Lost mode. If needed, you can even send a command to
erase the phone remotely.
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plugged into a computer.)
Under the iCloud section in the Settings app in iOS, there is a
spot just for Backup. This is where you disable/enable the
backups, force a backup to occur immediately, and can see
when your last backup occurred (with the date and timestamp). It
also shows whether or not the last attempt was successful.
Failed iCloud backups are usually caused by two or three things:
an unreliable Wi-Fi connection, an outage in Apple's iCloud
service, or a lack of iCloud storage space. If you're having issues
maintaining a consistent Wi-Fi connection, troubleshoot the
specific router you're using.
Sometimes, iCloud services
fail. While this used to happen
more often, technology
outages do occur. If any of the
iCloud services aren't working
as they should, you can check
to see if there is a failure on
Apple's Services status page.

Find My Phone (or in this case iPad)!lets you track where your
devices are at all times.
Your phone will be, e&ectively, bricked. The next time it is
rebooted — even if it has been erased — the iPhone will state
that it is locked and will prompt for an iCloud username and
password. Without that information, the phone is useless; there's
no way to access the encrypted data on it, and no way to boot
the phone into a working mode.

iCloud storage is used for
backups as well as storage of
data and photos.

iCloud backup
The other service I recommend enabling — and checking
routinely to make sure things are working properly — is the
iCloud backup service. In an unpredictable world, it's best to
have a backup. And when this service is enabled, backups start
whenever your iPhone or iPad is plugged into power, the Lock
screen is showing (or the display is o&), and you're connected to
Wi-Fi. (Note: Backup locations can be switched from iCloud to
your computer; that is done using iTunes when your device is
8

Cloud storage is used for
backups as well as storage of
data and photos.

Failed iCloud backups due to
lack of space are an easy fix,
but the fix isn't free. As
already noted, your iCloud
account comes standard with
5GB of storage, which is fine
when you're starting out, but
it's easy to fill. When that
happens, iCloud Backups do
not complete, and an iCloud
error displays on the Lock
screen stating that storage is
full.
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Pad. Under the Storage section, you'll find My Devices.
This section will list those devices and give you the option
to remove them.

At this point you can ignore the warnings; disable iCloud (you
can back up directly to a Mac or PC using iTunes, so I would
recommend you do so if you abandon iCloud); or upgrade
storage options to a larger capacity.
For most people, the 50GB storage plan for 99 cents a month is
fine, and it won't break the bank. Personally, I think the cost is
worth the peace of mind for iCloud backups alone; being able to
pick up where I left o& if I lose my iPhone or iPad is worth a dollar
a month. (I'm subscribed to the 2TB iCloud plan.)

%

Using Settings on iCloud.com, you can also restore
documents and data (such as contacts, calendars,
bookmarks and reminders) right from the browser and
download them to the computer you're using.

%

If you're having trouble logging into iCloud, a password
reset may be necessary. For that, you'll want to use this
site.

Whichever device is critical to your daily digital life — your
iPhone, iPad or Mac — the iCloud services embedded in the
Apple ecosystem are designed to make everything work as it
should: seamlessly and invisibly. Although iCloud has had its
share of growing pains over the years, these days it lives up to
Apple's best-known boast: It just works.(

Access data anywhere, everywhere
When an app supports iCloud, documents created with that app
can be accessed from any modern device with an internet
connection. Just go to iCloud.com. From there, documents
created in Pages, Numbers and Keynote are easily accessible
from the Launch Pad and can even be edited from within the
browser.
Other documents are accessed by clicking on iCloud Drive and
navigating to the appropriate file. iCloud Drive doesn't support
opening all file types but does a passable job with most popular
formats.

More On Free TV for iPad
If you want to delve further into seeing free
TV on your iPad, take at look at:!

Your calendar, contacts, reminders, notes, photos, and Applebased email (.mac, .me and .iCloud accounts) are all available
from the iCloud.com Launch Pad. This can be helpful if your iOS
device ever loses power and you need access to that data in a
pinch.

How to Watch TV On Your iPad, Daniel
Nations, November 15, 2017, tinyurl.com/
y9dgrjcn.!

There are a few more tricks to getting the most out of iCloud:
%
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The Best iPad Apps for Watching TV and
Movies, Daniel Nations, August 4, 2017,
tinyurl.com/y848a4z3. !

Over time, the number of Apple devices connected to an
iCloud account can become unwieldy, making it easy to
lose track of which ones are still signed in with an Apple ID
after they've been lost, handed down or sold. To find out
which devices have your Apple ID assigned to them, sign
into iCloud.com and click on Settings from the Launch

Crackle Brings Free Movies and TV to the
iPad, Daniel Nations, October 18, 2016,
tinyurl.com/y8oj5bza.!
9
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Lory Gil posted the following article to imore.com on September
20, 2016. tinyurl.com/y8nwlt24. © Mobile Nations. She writes
news, reviews, and how-to guides for iMore.
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Should you use Desktop and Documents Folders
syncing in macOS Sierra?
When you first download the update to macOS Sierra, you will be
prompted to turn on Desktop & Documents Folders syncing.
However, you can hold o& on enabling the feature and manually
turn it on at a later time if you choose. Why would you choose to
wait? Mainly, iCloud storage space.

How To Save Your Desktop And
Documents Folder To iCloud Drive

You can automatically save everything on your Mac's desktop to
iCloud Drive and access it on your iPhone or iPad!

You can't choose Desktop OR Documents folders so consider
how much space both will use in your iCloud storage.

By Lori Gil

If you are on Apple's free 5 GB iCloud Storage plan and have no
intention of upgrading, you probably shouldn't turn on Desktop &
Documents Folders syncing in iCloud. It does count against your
storage and can potentially eat up a lot of it. Even if you don't
have very many files or folders on your desktop, the Documents
folder is usually where your Mac automatically stores files from
third-party apps and programs and it might be very big.
If you are paying $0.99 per month for the 50 GB tier of iCloud
storage (or any of the higher tiers), you are probably free and
clear to start using Desktop & Documents Folders iCloud
syncing. I use iCloud to store my entire photo library, all of my
iBooks, and content from about a dozen third-party apps. With
Desktop and Documents Folders stored in iCloud, I use up about
half of my 50 GB of storage.

As part of an e&ort to help you save space on your computer
while keeping you connected to everything important to you,
macOS Sierra supports Desktop & Documents Folders syncing in
iCloud Drive.
With Desktop & Documents Folders iCloud Drive syncing
enabled, every photo, file, and folder you save to your desktop
will automatically save in iCloud, where you can access it from
your iPhone, iPad, another Mac, and even a Windows-based PC
via iCloud Drive or iCloud.com.

If you are nearing your iCloud storage limit, at any tier, and don't
plan on upgrading, it might be better to hold o& on using
Desktop & Documents Folders in iCloud until you've freed up
space in your storage. It can take up anywhere from just a few
GBs of space to a few dozen GBs, depending on what you have
in your Documents folder and what you keep on your desktop.

It also means that every file, folder, or document that is normally
stored in your Mac's Documents folder will also automatically
save in iCloud.

How to manually add Desktop and Documents
Folders to iCloud in macOS Sierra

No matter where you are or what you do, your most important
files can be stored in the cloud, making it possible for you to
access them from anywhere.

If you didn't enable Desktop & Documents Folders syncing in
iCloud when you first updated to macOS Sierra, but later
decided you wanted to use the feature, you can still add them to
10
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iCloud storage manually.
1. Click on the Apple icon ($) in the upper left corner of your
Mac's screen.
2. Select System Preferences... from the dropdown menu.

!
Your files and folders will be added to iCloud where you can
access them from your iPhone, iPad, another Mac, or even a PC
via iCloud Drive or iCloud.com.

!

How to access your Desktop and Documents Folder
on iPhone and iPad in macOS Sierra

3. Click on iCloud in the Preferences window.
4. Click on Options next to iCloud Drive.

Once your desktop and Documents folder are stored in iCloud,
you can access, and even edit them on your iPhone or iPad. You
don't even need to be on iOS 10 or macOS Sierra to see the
files.
1. Open iCloud Drive on your iPhone or iPad.
2. Tap the Desktop or Documents folder.
3. Tap the file you want to open.
!

5. Tick the box next to Desktop & Documents Folders.
6. Click on Done in the bottom right corner of the window.

11
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You can even edit some documents right inside iCloud Drive,
without having to open another app.
How to remove desktop files from iCloud Drive
Whenever you move a file from your desktop to another place on
your Mac, like a folder stored in your computer or Dropbox, it will
be moved to the new location and deleted from iCloud Drive and
will no longer be accessible from your other devices.
!

All you have to do is drag-and-drop it from your desktop into a
new, non-iCloud location. You will see a pop-up asking you to
confirm the changes. Click move to continue.

3. Click on iCloud in the Preferences window.

How to stop syncing Desktop and Documents Folder to
iCloud Drive in macOS Sierra

5. Un-tick the box next to Desktop & Documents Folders.

4. Click on Options next to iCloud Drive.

6. Click on Done in the bottom right corner of the window.

If you decide that syncing your desktop and Documents folder is
not for you, you can always revert back to the old way by
disabling the syncing feature.
1.Click on the Apple icon ($) in the upper left corner of your
Mac's screen.
2. Select System Preferences... from the dropdown menu.

!

12
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Stephanie Crawford posted the following article to
howstu"works.com in August 8, 2011. tinyurl.com/y9tn3yh5. ©
HowStu"Works. She is a technical writer and has a degree in
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dictionary and brute force attacks, as described in our
article How Hackers Work. If you choose a cloud storage
solution that relies on a password to access your data,
choose a password that's di"cult to hack with dictionary
attacks, and change your password often to reduce the
chances of success from brute force attacks.

Are My Files Really Safe If I Store Them
In The Cloud?

%

Data can be captured en route. Fortunately, most storage
services will encrypt the data while it's traveling back and
forth, making it impossible to read even if someone captures
the files. If your cloud storage works through a Web app,
look for "https" instead of "http" in front of the URL in your
browser's address bar. That extra "s" indicates the form is
using secure HTTP. If you have a standalone cloud storage
app installed on your computer, check to be sure that app
uses some type of encryption for its Internet exchanges.

%

People are more dangerous than computers when it comes
to hacking. Don't give out your password to anyone, even
someone claiming to be from technical support. One of the
biggest dangers for security is social engineering: creating a
trust between the hacker and the end user that causes the
end user to happily hand over personal information. Note
that when you speak with the real technical support
specialists, they'll require only minimal identifying
information from you, and most likely not your password.

%

Hackers usually want the most information for the least
e&ort. This means they will likely attack the heart of a cloud
storage service rather than its individual users. Thus, you
probably want to find a service provider with a good history
of keeping its clients' accounts and data secure.

%

Your data isn't always immune to search and seizure by
local government entities. In the U.S., for example, any
cloud storage company could be served a subpoena
requiring them to open their clients' data for government
examination.

By Stephanie Crawford

!
Storing your data on cloud servers is easier than ever -many services offer drag-and-drop interfaces or seamless
automatic backup. Be sure you're handling your files
mindfully.
The days of keeping all your documents, photos and music on
your computer's hard drive are gradually coming to a close.
Today, cloud storage is helping to solve the ever-present need for
more storage space to hold all of your digital property. But is all
your personal data safe out there on the Internet?
To answer this question, we need to examine two things. First,
we need to decide what constitutes data security. Is password
access to the storage su"cient, or should files be fully encrypted
on the storage device? Some of that will be up to you, but
everyone should note these important security points: !
%Passwords can be hacked. This doesn't mean that
passwords aren't safe, just that they're vulnerable to
13
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Dropbox -- Dropbox is simple and su"cient for most users,
encrypting your data while it's in transit over the Internet. In its
simplicity, though, it did leave a couple of security holes. First, it
left local authentication protection up to its users. All you need to
sign in from another computer is a copy of your Dropbox
configuration file, so you're responsible for limiting access to
your local computer. Dropbox also leaves the names of your files
in plain text. It's up to you whether you want a third-party
security application to encrypt and decrypt the data in the folder
you're synchronizing locally to protect filenames and prevent
anyone from reading that data without your additional decryption
keys [sources: G.F., Newton].!

Safe Cloud Storage Options
When you're shopping for a cloud storage service for your files,
you'll probably start by considering what you plan to store and
how you need to access it. Along with that, determine how
important it is to keep that information secure. For example, if
you're storing important documents about your medical history
or home finances, you may be more concerned about keeping
your data safe than you would, say, music files from CDs you've
ripped. Here are some safety features to look for when you're
shopping:!

Amazon Cloud Drive -- Amazon stands toe-to-toe with Dropbox
when it comes to simplicity and availability across platforms.
Amazon is also up front about one of your security risks. In its
user agreement, Amazon Cloud Drive declares its right to access
your files and disclose account information to o&er support and
to ensure compliance with that agreement. Since the Cloud Drive
o&ers streaming of MP3, this is largely to enforce copyright law
regarding music. If you want to protect those files, you'll have to
give up the streaming option for media files and use a third-party
encryption app for all the data you synchronize to the Cloud
Drive [sources: Vaughan-Nichols, Raphael].!

% A company with a reputation for excellent physical and
network security!
% Multiple-level redundancy, meaning there are multiple copies
of your data to prevent loss in the case of a single disk or
server failure!
% Redundancy across multiple geographic locations, so when a
natural disaster destroys your data at one location, that same
data is still available elsewhere!

So, our answer to the title question for this article is this: Yes, but
know the limitations of your cloud storage service before you
start uploading.

% How long it takes to delete a file across the redundant servers
in the cloud, or if it's ever truly deleted from the cloud storage
banks!
Cloud security hasn't been as rigid for end-user storage services
as it has for enterprise-level clouds. As a result, even the top
cloud storage options available to you have some vulnerabilities.
While these vulnerabilities are probably not a big concern for
most users, they are worth noting if you decide to store sensitive
personal information. The following are just a couple of
examples:!
14
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on December
29, 2017. tinyurl.com/y7bg3783. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of
tips and good info.

and choose “Go To Folder”

How To Add iCloud Drive To Dock On
Mac

3. /System/Library/CoreServices/Finder.app/Contents/
Applications/

2. Enter the following path exactly, then hit Return:

4. Locate the “iCloud Drive.app” application in this directory, then
drag and drop it into the Dock on the Mac where you’d like
iCloud Drive to be located

iCloud Drive allows for easy cloud access and storage of data
from Mac and iOS devices, and so having the ability to quickly
get to iCloud Drive at any time via the Dock can be very
convenient for many Mac users.
While there are various ways to access iCloud Drive from a Mac,
one of the fastest ways to access iCloud Drive is by placing it
into the Dock of Mac OS, much like many iPad and iPhone users
do in iOS. In Mac OS this may not look possible on first glance,
but by digging around a little in the Mac file system you can
place the iCloud Drive icon into the Dock for expedient access
from anywhere.

Now you can click on the iCloud Drive icon directly in the Mac
Dock to open it immediately.

How to Add iCloud Drive to Dock of Mac OS

With quick Dock access, it’s faster than ever to both access your
iCloud Drive files and also copy files to iCloud Drive on the
Mac, or move them to there.

In order to place iCloud Drive into the Dock of Mac OS, you will
need to access a system folder and use that as the shortcut for
adding to the Dock. That probably sounds more complex than it
is, because here’s all you need to do:

Of course you can always access iCloud Drive from the Finder
window sidebar, or from the Go menu itself too, but placing it in

1. Go to the Finder of Mac OS, then pull down the “Go” menu
15
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the Dock has the added benefit of being immediately accessible
from anywhere and any other application, without having to
return to the Finder first.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2018 MEETINGS

January 13# #
#
#
#
February 10 ##
March 10 # #
April 14#
#
May 12 #
#
June 9 #
#
July# #
#
August#
#
September 8 #
October 13 # #
November 10 #
December 18 #
#
#
#

For some quick background: iCloud Drive continues to be named
iCloud Drive on the Mac, but it has now been renamed as “Files”
in iOS with iCloud Drive being a location within the Files app in
the iOS world. Now Files app in always visible in iOS, whereas
before iCloud Drive had to be made visible on iOS Home
Screen, similar to how it used to be hidden by default on the
Mac too. Nonetheless, if you access iCloud Drive on the Mac or
iCloud Drive via Files app on an iPhone or iPad, the file contents
will be the same. !

No Minutes for January. Secretary missed
the meeting.
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Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’
Show & Tell, & Election of O"cers!
Bob Barton – Drones and Their Future!
Stan Horwitz – the Basics of Social Media!
Dave'Hamilton - TBD!
Lisa Rysinger - TBD!
Picnic!
Recess - Summer!
Recess - Summer!
Joe Kissel - TBD!
Joe Myshko - TBD!
Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - TBD!
Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’!
Show & Tell, & Election of O"cers!
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Daniel Nations posted the following article to lifewire.com on
March 21, 2017. tinyurl.com/jsz4xac. © About.Inc. He has been
writing, programming and following technology since back in the
Commodore Vic 20 days.

choice quite easy. Better yet, if the restaurant is on OpenTable,
you'll see the option to make a reservation, which means no
pesky wait before you eat. Siri can also find "what movies are
playing" and the "closest gas station".

17 Ways Siri Can Help You Be More
Productive

3. Answer questions. You can use Siri to search the web by
prefacing your question with "Google" -- as in "Google best iPad
games" -- but don't forget that Siri can answer a lot of basic
questions without pulling up a web browser. !

By Daniel Nations

Just ask it "How old is Paul McCartney?" or "How many calories
are in a doughnut?" Even when it doesn't know the exact answer,
it can pull up relevant information. Asking "Where is the Leaning
Tower of Pisa" may not give you "Pisa, Italy", but it will give you
the Wikipedia page.

W h e n S i r i w a s fi r s t
announced, I thought it
was more gimmick than
useful. Sure, some
people love the idea of
speaking into their phone
or tablet and getting
answers, but it's quick
enough to just search the
web. And then I started
using Siri... She can
actually be a very good personal assistant if you let her, and her
powers range from keeping you more organized to helping you
figure out where you want to go and give you directions to get
there.!

4. Calculator. Another often overlooked feature that falls into the
'answer questions' category is the ability to use Siri as a
calculator. !
This can be a simple request of "What is six times twenty-four"
or a practical query like "What is twenty percent of fifty-six
dollars and forty-two cents?" You can even ask it to "Graph X
squared plus two".
5. Reminder. I use Siri for setting reminders more than anything.
I've found it to be great at keeping me more organized. It's as
simple as saying "Remind me to take out the trash tomorrow at
eight AM."

How to Turn On and Use Siri on Your iPad
Here's how Siri can improve your productivity at work, at home
or just with using your device:

6. Timer. I often discover new uses for Siri based on how friends
use her. Soon after it was released, a friend was over and used
Siri as a timer to cook eggs. Just say "Timer two minutes" and
she'll give you a countdown.

1. Launch an app. Perhaps one of the most simple tasks Siri can
perform, and often one of the most overlooked. Just think of the
number of times you've gone through page after page of app
icons searching for the right one when all you needed to say was
"Launch Facebook."

7. Alarm. Siri can also keep you from oversleeping. Just ask her
to "wake you up in two hours" if you need a good power nap.
This feature can be really handy if you are traveling, just make
sure you are setting the alarm at the hotel and not trying to take
that power nap while you are driving.

2. Find a place to eat and get a reservation. The best thing
about Siri is that when you ask it to "recommend a restaurant", it
sorts them by their Yelp rating. This makes narrowing down your
17
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keyboard has a microphone button. Tap it and you can dictate
rather than type.

8. Notes. Siri's helpfulness can also be as simple as taking a
note. "Note that I don't have any clean T-shirts" won't exactly do
the laundry for me, but it'll start my to-do list.

15. Phonetics. Is Siri having a problem pronouncing one of the
names in your contacts list? If you edit the contact and add a
new field, you will see the option to add a Phonetic First Name or
Phonetic Last Name. This will help you teach Siri how you
pronounce the name.

9. Set your Calendar. You can also use Siri to put a meeting or
event on your calendar. This event will also show up on your
notification center on the designated day, making it easy to keep
track of your meetings. !

16. Nicknames. My accent is so thick that even phonetic
spellings don't always help. This is where nicknames really come
in handy. In addition to searching contacts by name, Siri will also
check the nickname field. So if Siri has a problem understanding
your wife's name, you can nickname her the "little woman". But if
you think there's a chance she's ever going to see your contacts
list, make sure you use "love of my life" rather than "old ball and
chain".

10. Location reminders. Putting addresses in your contact list
may sound like a lot of work, but it could have a huge
productivity bonus. Certainly, addresses can be used to make
finding directions much easier. "Get direction to Dave's house" is
much easier than giving Siri the full address. But you can also set
yourself reminders. "Remind me to give Dave his birthday
present when I get to his house" actually works, but you'll need
to have reminders turned on in your location services settings.
(Don't worry, Siri will point you in the right direction the first time
you try to use this feature. Isn't she nice?)

17. Raise to Speak. You don't always need to hold the home
button down to activate Siri. If you have Raise to Speak turned
on in your settings, she'll activate any time you raise your iPhone
up to your ear so long as you aren't on a call at that moment.
Obviously, this one isn't as handy for your iPad, which is why you
won't find the option on your tablet. But if you have an iPhone,
it's a good setting to turn on for quick and easy Siri access.

11. Text messages. iOS will soon get support for sending voice
messages, but until that arrives, there's a simple way to speak
your message rather than type it. Just ask Siri to "Text Tom
what's up?"
12. Facebook/Twitter status updates. Similar to sending a text
message, Siri update Facebook or Twitter. Just tell her to
"Update Facebook I need new speakers can anyone recommend
some?" or "Tweet these new Beats headphones are awesome".

Need more help? Tap the question mark at the lower-left corner
of the screen when you have Siri activated and you'll get a list of
topics Siri can cover, including example questions to ask her.
Rather deal with a man? Siri need not speak with a female
voice. Apple recently added a male voice option that you can
turn on in settings.

13. Email. Siri can also pull up recent email messages and send
an email. You can tell her to "Send Email to Dave about The
Beatles and say you've got to check this band out." You can
break this into chunks by saying "Send Email to Dave" and she'll
ask for the subject and body of the Email, but the keywords
"about" and "say" will let you put everything in your original
request.

Want to laugh? You can also ask Siri a series of funny
questions.
Want to boot Siri from your lock screen? ' Even if you have
a' passcode,' Siri can be accessed from the lock screen. ' Learn
how to'disable her'from the lock screen.

14. Voice dictation. You can actually use Siri's voice dictation
just about anywhere that you can type. The standard on-screen
18
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I like the default keyboard shortcut, “Hold Command + Space.”
It’s easy to remember since the shortcut for a Spotlight search is
“Command + Space.” So, to summon Siri, I just hold down those
keys for a second or two. In other words, a short press of both
keys brings up Spotlight; a longer press of both brings up Siri.
That is sweet.

Are You Taking Siri-On-Your-Mac Siriously?

What Can Siri-on-my-Mac Do for Me?
Of course, Siri-on-your-Mac does most of what Siri-on-youriDevice does, but it also does a few Mac-exclusive tricks. So, for
example, Siri-on-your-Mac understands requests like:!

By Robert LeVitus
I was surprised to discover that many Mac users have no idea
that Siri—Apple’s intelligent personal assistant—has been
available on their Macs since the release of macOS Sierra nearly
a year ago. If you’re among them, may I suggest it’s about time
you acquaint yourself with the joys of using Siri-on-your-Mac?
Let’s start by making sure Siri is enabled on your Mac and assign
it a keyboard shortcut by launching System Preferences and
clicking the Siri icon. Now, check the Enable Siri check box if
necessary, and choose a language, voice (I’m partial to the
British Female Siri voice), microphone, and keyboard shortcut.

Show the all of the JPEG’s in my Downloads folder

Enable Siri in the Siri System Preferences pane, and then choose
your options from its menus, radio buttons, and checkboxes.

Show me tweets by Bryan Cha#n.
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(or any other) location.

How much free space do I have on my Mac?
Plus, of course, Siri understands how to launch apps, and find
and open a specific document or folder.
Here’s another cool feature: You can save important information
you get from Siri—like Twitter feeds, sports team schedules, files
related to specific projects, and more—right in Notification
Center, where you can access them quickly and easily. To add an
item to your Notification Center, just click'the little +'at the top of
the Siri results window. The coolest part is that these results
update automatically, so what you see in Notification Center is
always up to date.

Finally, like Siri-on-your-iDevice (as long as the device is running
iOS 10 or later), you can edit your Siri queries after the fact with
the keyboard, which is often faster and easier than trying to
correct a mistake by voice.
So, if you haven’t tried Siri-on-your-Mac, what are you waiting
for?(

What Else can Siri-on-my-Mac Do?
You can also ask Siri to search the Internet for information, and
then drag the info—which can be a picture, text, a URL, or
almost anything else—from the Siri results window to your
Desktop or directly into a document.
You can even drag a picture (or anything draggable) from your
Siri results into a document.
And, of course, Siri-on-your-Mac does all those wonderful things
you know and love about Siri-on-your-iDevice, including
requesting a song, artist, genre, or music from a particular year
or decade; get driving, walking, or public transit directions to
almost anywhere; creating a Reminder or Calendar event; and
providing the date, time, and weather conditions for your current
20
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their home country.!

How to Get News Recaps from Siri

How To Get Siri To Read News Of The
Day To You In iOS

Currently can get Siri news summaries and recaps from NPR,
Fox News, CNN, Washington Post, CNBC, Bloomberg, and
ESPN. Here’s how this feature works:!
Summon Siri as usual, either with a Home button press, sidebutton press on iPhone X, Hey Siri voice activation, or even
Type to Siri, and then use the following type of commands: !
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

%#
%#
%#
%#
%#
%#
%#
%#
%#
%#

“Play news headlines”!
“Play news from NPR”!
“Play news from CNN”!
“Play news from Fox News”!
“Hey Siri, play me news from CNBC”!
“Play me sports news from ESPN”!
“Play me news from Washington Post”!
“Play business news from Bloomberg”!
“Tell me the news from Fox News”!
“Tell me news from NPR”!

You can ask for business news, which can be either CNBC or
Bloomberg:!
Siri for iOS can now play short daily news digests by request,
allowing you to quickly hear news recaps from some popular
mainstream news outlets and media sources. This is a handy
feature if you want to get a quick blurb about what’s apparently
newsworthy on a given day, and it works the same on iPhone
and iPad.!
The news digests are short podcasts and usually between 1
minute and 7 minutes long, depending on the source and likely
other factors, and can come from a variety of di&erent outlets,
including NPR, Fox News, CNN, Washington Post, CNBC,
Bloomberg, and ESPN. The feature is also available in the UK
and Australia, but at the moment anyway it does not appear that
users can get news from international sources, or from outside of
21
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Note this feature is not completely foolproof yet, and there are a
few quirks and failures. In particular, getting news from
Washington Post and Fox News were a little funky in testing.
Whether or not this is something from Siri or from those news
outlets is not clear, but it’s worth mentioning since you may get
confused if you encounter either issue.!
In repeated testing with Washington Post, Siri often ends up
playing a totally unrelated podcast called “can you do that?”!

And there is also sports news from ESPN:!

Additionally, in testing with Fox News, Siri was sometimes giving
me news summaries from last year, rather than today.!

You must say “play news”, if you simply say “give me news” then
Siri will instead return a bunch of headlines from the Apple News
app and not read out any news to you.!
22
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read the screen to you in iOS, including articles on screen of
an iPhone or iPad too, which is another nice trick that works in all
iOS versions.!

When the news headlines feature with Siri does work as
expected, it’s a nice feature and o&ers a simple fast way to hear
the days headlines from various news outlets.!

We can expect this feature to improve as time goes on, and
presumably the capability will come to other Siri devices in the
near future too. Maybe even some day users will be able to set
their own default news choices for Siri, and play third party news
digests and recaps as well, and play news from foreign and
international sources, who knows?!
The feature is specifically mentioned in the release notes of iOS
11.2.5, but in testing you can usually get the news read to you
with earlier iOS versions as well, give it a try on your iPhone or
iPad and report back. The feature does not currently work on the
Mac with Siri, however. !
If this feature isn’t quite doing it for you, perhaps you’re not a fan
of the short news podcasts or you’d rather have more detailed
information, it’s worth mentioning that you can also have Siri
23
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How To Enable “Type To Siri” On Mac

While Siri is perhaps best known as the voice assistant bundled
on modern Macintosh computers and iOS devices, Siri can also
be interacted with by typing out good old text commands.!

Using Type To Siri on the Mac is pretty much what you’d expect.
Activate Siri like you normally would on the Mac, either by
pressing the little Siri icon in the upper right corner, the icon in

By enabling Type to Siri on the Mac, you can use Siri sort of like
a text based virtual assistant, where typing out “set a timer for 5
minutes” has the same e&ect as the same verbal pronunciation
would.!
Type to Siri is an accessibility option in Mac OS (and iOS, though
we’re focusing on the former in this specific article) but

How to Enable Type To Siri on Mac OS
Type to Siri requires macOS High Sierra 10.13 or later, it is not
supported in Sierra or earlier MacOS releases, whether they have
general Siri support or otherwise.
1. Go to the ) Apple menu and choose “System Preferences”
2. Choose “Accessibility” and scroll in the left side menu and
select “Siri”
3. Check the box for “Enable Type to Siri” to turn on the feature

4. Close out of System Preferences as usual
Now you can use Type to Siri, interacting with Siri by typing out
commands rather than speaking them.

the Dock, or a keyboard shortcut, and Siri will be summoned as
usual. But instead of saying a command, start typing instead. For
example “What time is it in London?” or “set an alarm for 6 am”.
What you’d normally interact with by voice can now be done by
typing instead, try a few things out. If you need some ideas, refer
to this huge list of Siri commands, our many Siri tips, or even
the funny Siri commands for things a bit on the lighter side.
While this pertains to the Mac, Type To Siri also exists on the
iPhone and iPad, but it’s arguably less useful in the iOS world
since those devices are not as typing driven as a Mac would be.(
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on January 5
2018. tinyurl.com/gp3gq5a. © OSX Daily. Try the site.

How To Protect Against Meltdown &
Spectre Security Flaws

Meltdown And Spectre Flaws — What
They Are And What To Do
By John Martellaro!
There has been a lot of discussion about the Meltdown and
Spectre flaws. Here is, perhaps, the most comprehensive
discussion you’ll find by Peter Bright over at ars technica.
“Meltdown and Spectre: Here’s what Intel, Apple, Microsoft,
others are doing about it.”!

Two major security flaws have been found in modern computer
processors, potentially impacting nearly all modern computers in
the world.!

Here is Apple’s o"cial response: “Apple Says Meltdown Was
Patched in iOS 11.2, macOS 10.13.2, and tvOS 11.2, with No
Measurable Impact to Speed.”!
Now that you’re fully briefed, how to respond? OSXDaily has very
good advice. “How to Protect Against Meltdown & Spectre
Security Flaws.”!

All Macs and iOS devices along with most Windows PC and
Android devices are potentially susceptible to the critical security
flaws, named Meltdown and Spectre. !

One observation here. When flaws like this are found, responsible
researchers alert the manufacturers. For example, Microsoft and
likely Apple have been working on fixes and mitigations since
November, 2017. However, you won’t find these fixes described
publicly until the manufacturers have done all they can and rolled
out updates.!

Theoretically, the vulnerabilities could be used to gain
unauthorized access to data, passwords, files, and other
personal information on any impacted computer or device.!

What are Meltdown and Spectre?
The vulnerabilities are described by security researchers as
follows: !

And so, this is why it’s so important to upgrade your OSes, as
OSXDaily advises, very soon after release. If you have an Apple
device, Mac, iPhone, iPad, Apple TV that cannot run the latest
release of macOS, iOS, tvOS, the smart thing to do is trade it in
(or decommission it) and purchase new equipment.!

“Meltdown and Spectre exploit critical vulnerabilities in
modern' processors. These hardware bugs allow programs to
steal data which is currently processed on the computer. While
programs are typically not permitted to read data from other
programs, a malicious program can exploit Meltdown and
Spectre to get hold of secrets stored in the memory of other
running programs. This might include your passwords stored in a
password manager or browser, your personal photos, emails,
instant messages and even business-critical documents.!

It may cost a little out of pocket, but this is the price we have
to'pay to stay ahead of the bad guys. Failure to stay updated is
just asking for trouble.!
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Meltdown and Spectre work on personal computers, mobile
devices, and in the cloud. Depending on the cloud provider’s
infrastructure, it might be possible to steal data from other
customers.”!
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1: Avoid Sketchy Websites and Dubious Downloads
Do not download untrusted software or anything from an
untrusted source, ever. Not downloading sketchy software from
sketchy sources is good computing advice in general, not only to
protect against Meltdown and Spectre, but also to prevent other
potential malware and junkware from ending up on your
computer.!

Having security flaws that potentially impact nearly every
computer and smart phone on the planet is obviously fairly major
news, and you can read more about it here, here, or here if
you’re interested. !

Never accept an unsolicited download. Never install software
that you did not specifically seek out to install. Always download
and get software from trusted websites and sources, whether it’s
the software developer, the vendor, or a place like the App Store.!

Apple has acknowledged the problem with an Apple Support
article here, which cautions the following: !
“All Mac systems and iOS devices are a&ected, but there are no
known exploits impacting customers at this time. Since
exploiting many of these issues requires a malicious app to be
loaded on your Mac or iOS device, we recommend downloading
software only from trusted sources such as the App Store.”!

2: Update Your Web Browsers
Another potential attack vector comes from web browsers.
Fortunately, major web browsers have been (or will be) updated
to ward o& potential problems:!
% Firefox version 57 and later are apparently patched!

So what should you do? And how should you defend or protect
against these security vulnerabilities?!

% Google Chrome will apparently be patched on January 24
with version 64 or later!

How to Defend Against Meltdown and Spectre
The easiest way to avoid potential security trouble with Meltdown
or Spectre vulnerabilities is to take a multi-prong approach to
computer and device security:!

% Safari will apparently be patched in the near future for Mac,
iPhone, and iPad!
For Windows users, Microsoft Windows 10 and the Edge
browser have been patched, and updates for other versions of
Windows are due out as well. The latest versions of Android have
apparently been patched by Google as well.!

% Avoid untrusted software, and never download anything
from untrusted sources!
% Use an updated web browser that contains relevant
patches for these security flaws!

If you’re concerned about using an un-patched web browser in
the meantime, you could shift to a patched browser for the
interim period until the primary browser gets repaired. For
example, you could download and use Firefox 57 (or later) for a
few days until Safari or Chrome gets updated.!

% Install relevant security updates and/or system software
updates when they become available for your device or
computer!
By the way, those are good general computer security tips to
practice… even after the threat of Meltdown and Spectre passes
thanks to software updates. Let’s detail a bit further:!

3: Install Security Updates and/or Software Updates
When Available
You will want to be sure to install relevant security updates when
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they become available for your devices and computers.!
Another option is to update operating system software to major
new release versions. Apple says they have already released
mitigations for Mac, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, and Apple TV
running the following system software or newer:!
% iOS 11.2 or later for iPhone, iPad, iPod touch!
% macOS 10.13.2 High Sierra or later for Macs!
% tvOS 11.2 or later for Apple TV!
It remains to be seen if Apple will issue independent security
update patches for prior versions of Mac OS system software,
but in the past Apple has often done this with the prior two
system software releases. Hopefully macOS Sierra 10.12.6 and
Mac OS X El Capitan 10.11.6 will receive separate future security
software updates to protect against Meltdown and Spectre,
since not all Mac users can or want to update to macOS High
Sierra.!

By Tom Nelson
First things first: yes, your Mac needs virus protection. While
malware that targets Macs isn't nearly as common as malware
that goes after Windows, it does exist and is a growing problem.
Viruses specifically may not yet be the major concern for the Mac
but there are' many' di&erent kinds of malware to worry about:
things like Trojans, adware, ransomware, spyware, and lots of
other dangerous' wares' so keeping your computer protected is
smart.

Apple Watch and watchOS are apparently not impacted.!
TLDR: Significant security vulnerabilities have been discovered
on basically all modern computers. Keep an eye on the Software
Update mechanism of your Mac, iPhone, iPad, other computers
and smartphones, update your apps and web browsers, and
install security updates when they become available.!

Our advice? If you're not using an antimalware program for Mac
yet, it's time! Below you'll find the 4 best ones we've found, any
of which will keep your Mac safe from these growing threats.

Tom Nelson posted the following article to lifewire.com on
November 22, 2017. tinyurl.com/yar3cpph.© About, Inc. He is a
consultant and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and
support. He has written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and
product reviews.!

Tip: If you're here because your Mac is already infected with
some form of malware, try using a friend's Mac to' create an
emergency Mac OS boot device'and then use that to download
and install one of these antivirus apps to detect and remove the
suspected malware.

The 4 Best Mac Antivirus Programs

Not on a Mac? Check out our updated best free Windows
antivirus software and best free Android antivirus apps lists!

Mac malware removal is a breeze with these antivirus apps
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the scheduled time to when it will least impact your workload
is a big plus.

01 Avast Free Mac Security

File shield can check all of the files on your Mac for nefarious
content. Files can also be checked by file type or location on
your Mac.
Web shield blocks unsafe websites from loading or
downloads from those sites from occurring.
Mail shield prevents dangerous email attachments from
downloading or from being executed.
Local network scan makes sure your home network and all
connected devices are free from vulnerabilities that hackers
could make use of to steal personal data.
Avast uses real-time detection that runs in the background.
Avast,' like other antivirus apps that continually run in the
background, can have an impact on your Mac's performance.
Avast, however, gives you the option of using its real-time
detection, or a scheduling system that can have less impact on
your Mac's performance. More » !

Free Mac Security uses a traditional signature-based method to
scan files on your Mac for known malware, Trojans, and viruses.
Avast can root out rootkits and other methods that a hacker uses
to gain control and is able to pry open compressed files to scan
their content.

02 Bitdefender Antivirus for Mac

Beside malware designed for the Mac, Avast also looks for PC
malware to help keep cross-platform infections from occurring.
You don’t want to be the person sending o& infected email
attachments to your PC friends.
Download Avast Free Mac Security
Avast uses real-time detection that runs in the background.
Avast, like other antivirus apps that continually run in the
background, can have an impact on your Mac's performance.
Avast, however, gives you the option of using its real-time
detection, or a scheduling system that can have less impact on
your Mac's performance.
Here's some more about Avast Free Mac Security:
Scheduled scans allow you to set the time for Avast for Mac
to run its routine scans for the presence of malware. Moving

Bitdefender Antivirus for Mac is the paid security app that o"ers
advanced features to keep your Mac safe.
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Scanner for Mac and the paid Bitdefender Antivirus for Mac. Both
use the same Bitdefender engine for finding and removing
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scanning your Mac, while Bitdefender Antivirus for Mac is loaded
with features to make the process simple and, if you want to, as
automatic as possible to ensure you are never the victim of a
malware attack.
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updated detection system. More »

03 Malwarebytes for Mac

In fact, the Autopilot feature works so well that you can just
about turn it on and forget about it, knowing that your Mac is
protected from current and future threats from malware as well
as ransomware, which is on the upswing in the hacking world.
Download free Virus Scanner for Mac
Download Bitdefender Antivirus for Mac
Here's more:

Malwarebytes for Mac includes a 30-day trial of their premium
o"ering. After the trial expires you can continue to use the basic
features.

% Time Machine Protection monitors your Time Machine
backups and prevents ransomware attacks that may try to
encrypt or remove your backups.

Malwarebytes for Mac has been a top choice for finding and
removing Mac-based malware ever since its early appearance as
Adware Medic.

% Safe File allows you to specify folders that will be
continuously monitored, preventing unauthorized apps from
making changes to these folders.

Now under the guidance of Malwarebytes, the app retains its free
ability to find and remove malware but has also expanded its
capabilities to o&er a premium paid version that can actively
prevent Mac virus, spyware, and malware infections. It can also
keep adware and unwanted apps from finding a home on your
Mac.

% Adware removal can free your Mac from annoying ads,
unwanted browser add-ons, and browser toolbars that may
be added without your consent.
% Tra"c Light browser extension works with Safari, Chrome,
and Firefox to add advance phishing detection to your
browser and warn you of dangerous websites.

Download Malwarebytes for'Mac

Bitdefender makes use of traditional signature-based detection
system as well as behavioral-pattern recognition. To help keep its
database of devious malware types up to date, Bitdefender uses
a cloud-based data collection system that stores the most
recently detected Mac malware, adware, and ransomware
information, allowing all Bitdefender users to have the latest

Here's more on Malwarebytes for Mac:
% Detects and removes adware targeting Macs without
requiring a separate browser add-on.
% Real-time protection can be disabled, allowing you to scan
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malware, viruses, and ransomware. It also can protect your web
browsing from stumbling across inappropriate websites that may
contain phishing schemes or malware.

% Includes a uninstaller for removing the Malwarebytes app.
% Low system overhead even with background scanning
enabled.

Download Sophos Home for Mac

Malwarebytes uses a signature-based system to determine the
presence of Mac malware. The signature list can be updated as
often as once per hour. Malware that is discovered can be
automatically quarantined for easy removal at a later date. More » !

Sophos uses signature-based as well as heuristic-based
behavioral detection to monitor the unusual behavior of apps to
identify suspicious activity. Like most antivirus apps for the Mac,
Sophos can detect Windows-based threats as well, helping to
prevent cross-platform contamination.

04 Sophos Home for Mac

Here's more on Sophos Home:
% Remote management allows you to monitor, configure and
control Sophos Home on up to ten Macs or PCs.
% Parental controls can block viewing inappropriate websites
while keeping a log of such web visit attempts for later
review.
% Background scanning had a low impact on overall
performance.
% On-demand scanning allow you to initiate a scan at any time.
Sophos runs primarily in the background scanning your Mac and
detecting if malware or related threats are present whenever you
download, copy, or open a file or folder. The scanner can also
examine compressed files to make sure files contained within are
safe. More » (

Sophos Home for Mac o&ers the ability to remotely manage the
Sophos security app on all your household computers. Screen
shot courtesy of Coyote Moon, Inc.
Sophos has been a leader in business-grade antivirus and
security protection apps for PCs and Macs for years. Sophos
brings the same business-grade security system to the personal
Mac (there is also a PC version) user for free.
Sophos Home for Mac can protect every Mac in your home from
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NETGEAR EX3700 Wi-Fi Range Extender (AC750)
$40

The 7 Best Wi-Fi Extenders To Buy In 2018

Another low-cost Wi-Fi
extender that plugs directly into
a wall socket is the NETGEAR
EX3700. It’s dual-band and
compatible with Wireless-AC
technology (the latest wireless
standard), and it o&ers
throughput of up to 750Mbps.

Increase the Wi-Fi range in your home or o#ce with these
extenders

By Tim Boyle
Wi-Fi extenders improve the coverage area of your router, and in
some cases, they can provide additional Wi-Fi access points. If
your home is too big for your router, there are a few things to
consider before diving into the world of Wi-Fi extenders. For
example, if you only want to maximize performance, it may be
better to simply add Ethernet connections or additional routers to
weak Wi-Fi zones. Also, you probably don’t need to spend more
than $100 on a Wi-Fi extender, because you could get an
additional router or wired connection for the same price or less.

The EX3700 features two
external antennas for enhanced
Wi-Fi coverage, as well as the
option to create a new Wi-Fi
access point or hotspot
through a wired Gigabit Ethernet port. This is ideal if you want to
create a separate network for guests. NETGEAR also includes its
Wi-Fi Analytics App, which allows you to gauge the strength of
your Wi-Fi signal, check on its status or identify crowded
channels.

Finally, avoid single-band extenders. Because extenders
consume a good deal of your router’s throughput, you want to
make sure it’s as e"cient as possible. Single-band extenders
connect to your router and broadcast their own signals on the
same band, and that compromises performance. Dual-band
routers, on the other hand, connect to the router on one band
and broadcast on the other.'With that in mind, let’s take a look at
the best Wi-Fi extenders that meet these criteria.

These few extra features may be extraneous for some, but the
fact that it’s all found in a relatively inexpensive package
suggests it’s a better purchase than the competing D-Link
DAP-1520. Buy the NETGEAR EX3700 if you want a bit more
versatility for your budget.

Tip: If you're looking' for a whole new setup, a Mesh Wi-Fi
network is your best option for superb coverage. Check out our
list of the Best Mesh Wi-Fi Network Systems to see the top
picks.
Note: These Wi-Fi extenders should work great no matter what
ISP you have (Verizon FIOS, Comcast, Spectrum, etc.)!
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the RE6500 can extend your
home’s wireless coverage
area by up to 10,000 square
feet (or so Linksys claims). It
also includes four Gigabit
Ethernet ports, allowing you
to use the device as a wired
access point.

NETGEAR EX6200 Wi-Fi Range Extender (AC1200)
$100!
If you need a Wi-Fi Extender, the
NETGEAR EX6200 is the best option for
most situations. It is a powerful dualband extender that’s both versatile and
a&ordable. It supports the newest
Wireless-AC standard and can double
as a second Wi-Fi access point. It’s
important that any Wi-Fi extender you
purchase has dual-band functionality
(for reasons mentioned in the intro),
meaning it can stream on both the
2.4GHz and 5GHz frequency bands. The
EX6200 operates on both Wi-Fi bands
and o&ers up to 1200Mbps of
throughput. It also features five Gigabit
Ethernet ports, which are significantly
faster than the Fast Ethernet standard. This allows the EX6200 to
function as a (quite speedy) wired access point. It also includes
dual core processor for optimal performance, as well as highpower amplifiers and two high-gain 5dBi antennas. And it can be
found for as low as $95.

One unique feature is the
RE6500’s audio input jack.
This allows you to connect a
stereo or speaker system and
wirelessly stream music from
a computer or mobile device. The RE6500 may also be suited for
o"ces and small businesses, as it includes a 128-bit encryption
and a WPS (Wi-Fi Protected Setup) function.
All in all, the Linksys RE6500 is a bit pricier ($110) than you
probably need to spend on a decent Wi-Fi extender. But if you
can find it for less than $100, it’s a solid competitor for our top
pick. Just make sure you have the patience for a somewhat
complicated setup process.!

D-Link DAP-1520 Wi-Fi Range Extender (AC750)
$20

All this should extend your router’s coverage area by several
hundred square feet. Both user and professional reviews seem to
back up that claim, making the NETGEAR EX6200 one of the
best all-around Wi-Fi extenders on the market.!

The dual-band D-Link DAP-1520
plugs right into any wall socket and
can extend your router’s coverage
area at the push of a button. It
features Wireless-AC technology
with throughput of up to 750Mbps
(300 Mbps on 2.4GHz and 433
Mbps on 5GHz). You can also save
and restore the device’s settings—
ideal for power outages or factory
resets—and monitor the tra"c on your network. It’s small, easy
to install, cheap and according to most reviews it o&ers an

Linksys RE6500 Wi-Fi Range Extender (AC1200)
$112
If you’re willing to spend a bit more for a bit more coverage area
and a few extra security features, the Linksys RE6500 may be a
better choice. Most users complain about its complicated setup
process, but if you have a knack for networking and don’t mind
the headache, it o&ers some impressive performance. With
Wireless-AC compatibility and up to 1200Mbps of throughput,
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impressively strong wireless signal for the package.

aesthetic reasons.

That said, it’s small and inexpensive for a reason. When you
downsize to a wall socket Wi-Fi extender you sacrifice a few
features some folks might find indispensable. There’s no
Ethernet, USB, or audio inputs, for example, and no network
bridging functionality.

One downside (that could be an advantage for some) is that the
DAP-1650 connects back to your router on the same band that it
broadcasts. This tends to compromise coverage area. Other
extenders skirt this problem by broadcasting and connecting on
di&erent bands. It’s not a huge deal, but it may make for a slower
connection if you connect to the extender on the same band that
it uses to connect to the router.!

This is a solid, a&ordable gadget for basic Wi-Fi extending. It’s
ideal for people who have limited technological know-how. It’s
not meant for networking wizards who are looking to outfit a
press conference or LAN party.'Buy the DAP-1520 if you want a
simple Wi-Fi extender without all the bells and whistles.'!

TP-Link AC1200 RE305
$50
It might not be the fastest extender at
close range, but the dual-band RE305 is
one of the best extenders for long
range. Its two bands run at 2.4GHz (up
to 300Mbps) + 5GHz (up to 867Mbps)
and it has a Fast Ethernet port that lets
you connect to a wired device. That’ll
help boost your Wi-Fi to stream to your
heart’s desire.

D-Link DAP-1650 Wi-Fi Range Extender (AC1200)
$65
The D-Link DAP-1650 is
another robust, versatile
option for folks who want to
get a lot out of a Wi-Fi
e x t e n d e r. P r o f e s s i o n a l
reviews show it o&ers
impressive speeds over a
large coverage area, and it
can be found for around $90
—a bit cheaper than our two
top picks. Some owners may
also appreciate the compact,
console design.

The RE305 is probably best described
as “cute”; it is white with rounded edges
and two short antennas. It has three
LED lights on the front that indicate
whether it’s properly connected, which
make its setup a cinch. If you have any doubt, rest easy knowing
that it also comes with a two-year warranty plus around-theclock technical support.!

With dual-band Wireless-AC compatibility, the DAP-1650 o&ers
throughput of up to 1200Mbps. While the 2.4GHz band is
somewhat middling at 300Mbps, the 5GHz band (867Mbps) is
mighty impressive. Between the four Gigabit Ethernet ports,
simple setup process and the media server options that allow
you to share music, video and other files throughout your
network, the DAP-1650 is quite a flexible little machine. There are
no external antennas, but some users may appreciate this for
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NETGEAR Nighthawk X4 AC2200 WiFi Range
Extender (EX7300)

The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on January 25,
2018. tinyurl.com/y76rdllo. © OSX Daily. Try the site.

$144

How To Force Quit Multiple Mac Apps
Simultaneously

The NETGEAR Nighthawk X4
AC2200 WiFi Range Extender brings
Multi-User Multiple Input, Multiple
Output (MU-MIMO) technology to a
convenient plug-in range extender.
That technology allows it to
communicate with multiple devices
at the same time, which means the
whole family can stream heavy
content without bu&ering.

You probably know the various di#erent methods for how to
force quit apps on the Mac by now, but a lesser known
capability is that Mac OS allows you to force quit multiple apps
at the same time. This can be a great trick when troubleshooting,
as well as a just a nice way to quickly force a few di&erent apps
to exit if you don’t want them open anymore. !

As with all of the others on this list,
it’s a dual-band extender that can
reach speeds of up to 450Mbps on
the 2.4GHz band and up to
1,733Mbps on the 5GHz band. On
top of that, it supports beamforming
technology, which sends data
directly to clients instead of using a
broad spectrum. It’s a bit larger,
measuring 6.3 by 3.2 by 1.7 inches
but has an internal antenna array
instead of an external one. The Nighthawk X4 AC2200 is also a
cinch to set up, so you can be up and running with better internet
in just a few minutes.

For example, if you want to force quit out of both Safari and
Chrome concurrently, you could to that. Or if you have multiple
Mac apps that are acting up and stuck on the ‘not responding’
beachball, you could cause them to each force quit at the same
time.!

How to Force Quit Multiple Apps on Mac at the
Same Time
You can force quit multiple apps concurrently on any modern
version of MacOS system software by initiating an added step
with the typical keystroke for force quitting apps. Here’s how
this trick works: !
1. Hit Command + Option + Escape keys to summon the ‘Force
Quit Applications’ window as usual!
2. Click on an app that you want to force quit!
3. Now hold down the Command key and click on another app
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that you want to force quit!

7. Exit the Force Quit Applications window by closing it as usual!

4.
Continue holding down the Command key and select
additional Mac apps to force quit, you can technically select
them all if desired!

Keep in mind that force quitting apps typically does not save any
data in the app being closed, thus it has the potential to lead to
data loss from the app that is being forcibly exited from.
Accordingly, forcibly quitting multiple apps is best used for
troubleshooting purposes and is therefore not a reasonable
approach to simply exiting apps, you’d want to just close them
as usual with a standard Quit procedure.!

5.#

Now click the “Force Quit” button as usual!

Users can force quit two apps, three apps, four apps, or more,
it’s just a matter of how many you select to force quit. You can
also use the Shift key to select multiple apps to quit if they are
contiguous to one another, similar to how you can select
multiple contiguous objects in the Finder with Shift. !
You can even technically forcibly quit out of every open app with
this approach just by selecting all of them and forcing them to
quit, but keep in mind that doing that leads to the apps not
closing gracefully and with no chance to save. If you do find
yourself wanting to do that often you may want to use this
Automator trick to quit all open Mac apps instead too, which
automates the process and prevents you from having to
manually select all apps. !

6. You will see a confirmation window pop-up that says “Do you
want to force the # selected apps to quit? You will lose any
unsaved changes.” confirm that you wish to force quit all
selected apps by clicking on “Force Quit”!

Outside of using the command line, this is perhaps the easiest
way to forcibly quit out of multiple Mac apps concurrently and
with minimal e&ort. This is a trick that I’ve noticed virtually
nobody knows about, but it’s quite helpful for many situations, so
use it when you need to, or just focus on single apps to force
quit as usual if that’s more appropriate. !
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ability to manipulate your iPad. 'Have you ever scrolled down a
long list or been at the bottom of a large web page and needed
to get back to the top? 'No need to scroll. 'You can tap the title
bar of the app or web page to return to the beginning. ' This
works with most apps and most web pages, though not every
web page is designed to be iPad-friendly. 'Learn to Navigate the
iPad like a pro.

6 Hidden iPad Secrets That Will Turn You
Into A Pro

Skipping the apostrophe is also a great time-saver and ranks as
my number one keyboard tip. ' The auto-correct feature on the
iPad can sometimes be quite annoying, but at times, it can also
really work for you. 'For example, there's no need to hunt down
the apostrophe for most contractions. ' Auto Correct will
automatically change "cant" to "can't" and "wont" to "won't".
There are some exceptions. ' It won't know the di&erence
between "well" and "we'll", but it works quite well in most
instances. !

By Daniel Nations
01 iPad Secret #1: Tapping the Title Bar and
Skipping the Apostrophe

02 iPad Secret #2: Find Music, Contacts and Apps
Quickly Using Spotlight Search

Have you ever wondered if there was a quick way to do this or a
better way to do that on the iPad? 'Each year, Apple releases a
new version of the iOS operating system that runs the iPad. 'And
with each new version, features are introduced that can increase
productivity by helping you do certain tasks faster and more
e"ciently. 'There's only one problem: not everyone knows about
them. ' Over the next few pages, we'll take a look at some of
these secret features.

The First Secret Feature: Tap the Title Bar and Skip
the Apostrophe

Did you know the iPad has a universal search feature? 'There's
no need to go hunting through pages and pages of apps for just
the right one, and no reason to open music just to play a song.

We'll start with two secret tips that will really help speed up your
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visit. ''
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Everyone likes free stu&! 'And you can get plenty of freebies with
your iPad if you know where to look. 'For book lovers, the best
freebie comes from something called Project Gutenberg. ' The
goal of Project Gutenberg is to take the world's library of public
domain works and convert them to digital. ' ' Treasure Island,
Dracula, Alice in Wonderland, and Peter Pan are just a few of the
books you can download for free on your iPad. ''

You can launch Spotlight Search by swiping down with your
finger while you are on the Home Screen, which is the name of
the screen with all of your apps on it. ' Anytime you are on the
Home Screen (i.e. not inside an app or using Siri), you can swipe
down to initiate a Spotlight Search. ' The key here is to swipe
down somewhere in the middle of the screen. 'If you swipe from
the very top of the display, you will open the Notification Center.

#
If you haven't already done so, you'll first need to
download the iBooks application. ' This is Apple's digital
bookstore and reader. '

The great thing about Spotlight Search is that it searches your
entire device, so you can even use it to search for a specific text
message or email. ' It will even search through Notes. ' You can
turn on and o& di&erent results through the general settings of
your iPad under Spotlight Search.!

#
After you launch the iBooks app, tap the "Top Charts"
button at the bottom of the screen. 'This will bring up two lists:
the top Paid books and the top Free books. '
#
Tap the "Categories" button at the top-left corner of the
screen. ' This will drop down a categories list. ' If you are
interested in reading some of the greatest literature of all time
without paying a dime, select "Fiction and Literature" from the
list. '

03 iPad Secret #3: Download Free Books on Your
iPad

#
You will now be able to scroll through the most popular
free novels available through iBooks. 'You can further narrow the
list by choosing a category like "Sci-Fi & Fantasy" or "Young
Adult". '
Do you want a shortcut to some great books? 'Check out our list
of the best free books on the iPad. '

04 iPad Secret #4: Move an App to the iPad's Dock
Do you hate scrolling through multiple screens of apps looking
for your favorite one? There are a number of tricks for finding an
app on your iPad quickly, including using spotlight search, but
one of the most overlooked tricks is simply docking your favorite
app. The 'dock' refers to the final row of apps at the very bottom
of the iPad's display. These apps are always present on the
"home" screen, which means you don't have to scroll through
page after page of apps to find them. And the best part is that
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#
#
If you already have six
apps on the dock, you will first
need to move one of them o& the
dock before docking the app of
your choice. You do this the same
way you would put an app on the
dock. Simply place your fingertip
on the app you want to move o&
the dock and then -- again without
lifting your finger from the screen -move it to the page of apps. If you
move it into the middle of a row, the
apps will move apart to give it
space. This is when you 'drop' the
app on the row by lifting your finger.

Get a Guided Tour of the iPad

you can move any app you want to the dock.

Did You Know: You Can Also Move Folders to the Dock?

How to Move an iPad App
The iPad comes with five apps on the dock, but there is space
for the sixth app of your choice. You can also move one of the
default apps o& the dock and put an app in its place. And
moving an app to the dock is easier than moving it to a di&erent
page of apps.
#
#
First, touch the app you want to move and leave
your finger on the screen until the app icons are jiggling. This
puts the iPad's home screen into 'edit' mode, which lets you
either move or delete an app.
#
#
Next, move your finger. The app icon will move with
your finger. If you accidentally picked your finger up from the
screen, you can still 'grab' the app by tapping on it and moving
your finger without lifting it from the screen.

This is a great trick if you have a handful of apps that you want
easy access to but want to keep most of the default apps on the
dock. First, create a folder of apps by moving one app onto
another. Once you've moved all the apps you want into the
folder, move the folder to the dock just as you would any app.

#
#
You can dock an app by moving it to the dock. You
will want to place it between two existing apps on the dock and
wait until those apps move apart to provide space for the app
you want on the dock.
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You can even use this method to create one screen for all of your
apps. Put your apps into six categories, create folders for those
categories and fill them with all he apps that fit the description,
and then move those folders to the dock. You can leave your
most used apps on the main screen, so you have quick access
to them, and your other apps can be within one of the folders.
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heavy lifting -- or, in this case, the heavy reading -- for you. ' The
iPad has the ability to speak selected text to you, but first, you
will need to turn this feature on in the accessibility settings. ' The
text-to-speech feature is designed to help the vision impaired,
but it can be very useful to most people. ' For example, the iPad
could allow you to multitask by reading an interesting news
article to you while your cook dinner. '

05 iPad Secret #5: The Hidden Control Panel

How to Turn On the iPad's Text-to-Speech Feature
First, go into the iPad's settings.'

Apple loves the idea of hiding features above, below or to the
side of the screen. 'For example, if you swipe down from the very
top edge of the iPad's display, you will reveal the notifications
center. 'The same is true for swiping from the very bottom edge
of the iPad's screen where the display and the bevel meet.
' When you swipe up from the bottom edge, you reveal the
hidden control panel.'

Next, choose General settings from the left-side menu.
Tap "Accessibility" from within the General settings. ' It is just
above the section for Multitasking Gestures. '
From within the Accessibility settings, choose Speech. ' This is
the last option in the Vision block. '

You can do a lot of cool things from this panel such as' access
the' AirDrop feature, turn the brightness up or down, go into
Airplane mode and lock the rotation. ' You can even launch a
timer, and perhaps best of all, open the iPad's camera. '

Turn on "Speak Selection" by tapping the associated slider. 'This
setting will add a new "Speak" option to the menu that appears
when you select text. ''
If you think you may use the feature often, you can also turn on
"Speak Screen". 'This allows you to slide two fingers down from
the top of the display to read the entire screen to you. ' This
doesn't work so well with web pages where the top of the screen
is filled with menus, but it works well with other apps like Mail. '

You also have quick access to music controls by swiping from
left-to-right on the control panel to reveal the playback section.'
These controls will work whether you are jamming to a custom
radio station on Pandora'or playing your own music. ''
Of course, if all you need to do is adjust the volume, don't forget
the buttons on the side of the iPad!'

You can also change the voice used by tapping the Voices button
within the Speech settings. 'Also, pay attention to the Speaking
Rate. ' This can be adjusted to have the iPad speak faster or
slower. '

There is a similar control panel on the iPhone that includes a
flashlight in addition to the features found on the iPad's control
panel.

One great way to use the text-to-speech feature is within iBooks,
where the iPad can read the book to you. ' This isn't quite as
good as a book on tape, where the reader can give the right
inflection to the words and sometimes even portray the
character's voices. 'However, if you choose to speak the screen,
the iPad will automatically turn pages and keep reading the book.

Bonus Tip: When you launch the Timer from the control panel,
the iPad opens the Clock app. ' This app also has a Stopwatch
feature and an Alarm feature, so it is also a great way to set an
alarm.

06 iPad Secret #6: Let Your iPad Read Selected Text
to You
Do you want to give your eyes a rest? ' Let your iPad do the
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David Beren posted the following article to lifewire.com on
January 8, 2018 .tinyurl.com/y9hap7jx. © about.com.
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This number drops slightly to nine ppm black and to six ppm
color on battery, but the O"ceJet 250 has an external battery
that's good for up to 90 minutes of printing. The 2.65-inch color
touchscreen allows for quick menu selection, but you can
change all the settings from the downloadable HP ePrint app,
which is available on both Android and iOS. The inclusion of
AirPrint makes wireless printing super easy for Apple hardware
owners, but Android owners aren’t left in the cold with Wi-Fi
Direct also allowing for mobile printing.

The 7 Best Airprint Printers To Buy In 2018
Printing wirelessly from your iOS device in a pinch is a cinch

By David Beren
While our society is making the move to more and more digital
products and services, we haven’t yet reached the point of being
truly paperless. Whether you use a printer twice a year or are in a
heavy-use business environment, incorporating an AirPrint ready
printer adds an entirely new level of convenience. Gone are the
days of wires and plugs. AirPrint allows Apple users, whether on
their Mac or iOS device (iPad, iPhone, etc.), to print without a
direct connection to any printer on the same Wi-Fi. If you're
ready to ditch the wires, here’s our vote for some of the best
AirPrint printers available today.!

Runner-Up, Best Overall: Brother HL-L2340DW
$120!
One of Amazon’s bestselling printers, the Brother
HL-L2340DW is' another
standout AirPrint-enabled
option. A class 1 laser
printer, the Brother can print
high-quality pages at
speeds of up to 27 ppm with
a 250-sheet capacity tray
that’s adjustable for letter or
legal paperwork. Designed
with the small o"ce in mind,
the 14 x 14.2 x 7.2-inch printer o&ers a small footprint and, at a
weight of just 15 pounds, remains highly portable.

Best Overall: HP O%ceJet 250
$311!
With sharp looks
and the ability to
p r i n t , s c a n' a n d
c o p y, t h e H P
O"ceJet 250 is an
outstanding all-inone portable printer
with AirPrint built-in.
Measuring 14.3 x
7.32 x 2.7 inches
and weighing just
6.5 pounds, the
O"ceJet 250 is as
portable as it is capable. The 10-page automatic document
feeder and up to 50 sheets of overall paper capacity allow this
printer to push up to 10 black pages per minute (ppm) and up to
seven pages per minute in color.

Beyond paper, the Brother can also handle envelopes, labels and
fabric prints without blinking an eye. One added benefit to
owning the L2340DW is the cost of ownership, thanks to' a
reduced cost per page and Toner Save mode (it reduces toner
use when you are printing less critical business documents to
stretch the lifespan of the ink supply you already own). The
single-line LCD display o&ers quick and easy navigation and
menu selection, as well as simplifying wireless setup, so you can
set up AirPrint quickly and easily.!
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refill (for never running out
of ink), the DeskJet 2655
is one of HP’s most
a&ordable wireless
printing options. And you
can save up to 50 percent
on ink refills via the
optional subscription
that’s delivered right to
your door.

Most Compact: Canon Pixma iX6820
$150
C a n o n ’ s
Pixma iX6820
is an inkjet
business
printer that’s
ideal for both
the' home and
o"ce. Ready
to handle
everything
from 4 x 6-inch mailers, 11 x 17-inch spreadsheets or bigger 13 x
19-inch presentation charts, the Pixma o&ers exceptional printing
detail at 9600 x 2100 maximum color dpi. Measuring 23 x 12.3 x
6.3 inches and weighing 17.9 pounds, the Pixma is small enough
to fit almost anywhere, but not small enough to fit into a
backpack for on-the-go prints. Capable of printing up to 14.5
black pages per minute and 10.4 color pages per minute, the
Pixma can tackle a borderless 4 x 6-inch photo in just 36
seconds from start to finish.

Measuring 16.74 x 11.97 x 5.87 inches and weighing only seven
pounds, the 2655 is ready to handle a maximum 25-sheet
capacity, 7.5 black printed ppm and up to 5.5 color ppm. It
supports sizes letter and legal paper, as well as 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x
10-inch photos and number 10 envelopes. The hassle-free setup
works great with Mac computers while HP’s all-in-one printer
remote app allows non-iOS devices to print wirelessly in addition
to AirPrint.

Best for Photos: Selphy CP1200
$104
Canon’s dedicated
photo printer, the
Selphy CP1200 is
perfect for' casual
picture takers and
professional
photographers alike.
Capable of handling
everything from card
size prints (2.1 x 3.4
inches) to postcard
(3.9 x 5.8 inches), L size (3.5 x 4.7 inches) and square labels (2 x
2 inches), the CP1200 is very a versatile, AirPrint-enabled
machine. Measuring 7.1 x 5.4 x 2.5 inches and weighing just 1.9
pounds, the CP1200 comes out of the box with ink and paper

For photo printing, the iX6820 combines FINE print head
technology and genuine Canon photo paper for borderless
photos that can last up to 300 years when stored properly.
Additionally, the Pixma o&ers a quiet mode for nearly zero noise
when printing small quantities of paper. When it comes to
wireless printing, AirPrint is ready right from day one and the
Pixma works perfectly with Mac computers without any
additional drivers.!

Best Budget: HP DeskJet 2655
$50
Ready to print, scan and copy, the HP DeskJet 2655 is an ideal
budget-friendly option for printer owners who want to print
wirelessly via AirPrint. With bonus options such as instant ink
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kits that can handle 18, 36 or even 54 photos depending on the
size of the prints. Printing Facebook and Instagram memories
directly from your phone are a snap with Canon’s dedicated
Selphy app, which pairs nicely with AirPrint for a photo printing
solution. Its compact size is no mistake and the optional battery
pack is good for up to 54 prints on a single charge, making this a
truly portable printer (you won't have trouble fitting this into a
backpack, overnight bag or suitcase).!
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1,300 sheets of paper overall.!

Best Portability: Canon PIXMA iP110
Measuring just 7.3 x 12.7 x 2.5 inches and weighing 4.3 pounds,
the Canon PIXMA iP110 is a superb AirPrint-enabled printer for
on-the-go prints. With an available optional battery for true
portability, the iP110 o&ers outstanding convenience and
fantastic image quality without the added size or weight. The
maximum color dpi of 9600 x 2400 delivers terrific print results
for both photos and documents up to 8.5 x 11 inches.

Best Security: Brother HL-L8360CDW
$350!

The iP110 can handle a borderless 4 x 6-inch photo print in just
53 seconds, which remains par for the course even years after its
release to the world. The nine pages per minute black and white
print speed combine with an easy document feeder for handsfree printing even when you're in transit. While it may have been
released a few years back, the iP110 more than holds its own
against today’s models by o&ering a second-to-none
combination of portability and quality.

O&ering both wired and
wireless connectivity via
AirPrint, the Brother HLL8360CDW is a color laser
printer o&ering print speeds
up to 33 ppm. Ideal for small
o"ces and businesses, the
Brother measures 17.4 x 19.1
x 12.3 inches and weighs
48.1 pounds, so it's less
portable (but still highly
functional). The security lock
function
enables
administrators to regulate and
restrict access to printer functions for up to 200 users, which
o&ers added security and peace of mind for a business
environment. Additional features such as an integrated NFC card
reader for releasing print jobs with an NFC-compatible card or
badge adds yet another layer of security for controlling access to
the printer and reducing the cost of wasted prints.
Low-cost printing is a staple of the HL-L8360CDW. Standard
black toner cartridges yield 3,000 pages, while the three standard
yield color cartridges o&er up to 1,800 pages. The 250-sheet
capacity and the 50-sheet capacity multi-purpose tray are
expandable by adding another trays, so the total capacity can be
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on January 27,
2018. http://tinyurl.com/y94myc34. © OSX Daily. Try the site.

device was replaced by this model likely due to a service
request!

How To Check If iPhone Is New,
Refurbished, Or Replacement

◦
P – Personalized device with engraving, meaning the
device was customized with an engraving on purchase!
That’s all there is to it, now you know
how to determine if an iPhone is new,
referred, replaced, or other. It’s possible
there are some other identifier prefixes
for iPhone devices that aren’t listed
here, if you know of any do share them
in the comments.!

If you’re buying a used iPhone or repairing an iPhone, you may
wonder if you can find out if the iPhone was bought as new, is a
refurbished model, or is a replacement device provided by Apple
via a service request.!
Wonder no more, you can use an interesting device model
identifier trick to discover if an iPhone is new, refurbished, a
replacement, or even personalized by engraving. This can be
helpful information for buyers of used devices, if you’ve received
a device as a gift or hand-me-down, if you’re troubleshooting or
repairing an iPhone, and more.!

I have tested this with a handful of my
own iPhone devices that I know are
e i t h e r n e w, re f u r b i s h e d , o r
replacements, and it has held up. I
haven’t personally seen the “P”
identifier however.!

How to Determine if iPhone is New, Refurbished,
Replacement, or Personalized

By the way, it’s important to note the
model identifier shown here (like
MN572LL/A) is di&erent from the
general model (like iPhone X) and
model number of the iOS device (like A1822) – admittedly a bit
confusing since they all have similar labels, but they are indeed
entirely di&erent things. !

You can decipher the device model prefix to determine the
original status of an iPhone (and probably an iPad too) device,
here’s how:!
1. Open the “Settings” app on the iPhone!
2. Go to “General” and then go to “About”!
3. Look for “Model” and then read the model identifier next to
that text, it will look something like “MN572LL/A”, the first
character will let you know if the device is new, refurbished,
replacement, or personalized:!

You can use similar tricks to sort out some details about iPhone
devices by retrieving the iOS device serial number and then
reading it too.!
Thanks to a helpful post on the Apple Discussion forums for this
neat little trick. !

◦ M – Brand new device, meaning the device was purchased
new!
◦ F – Refurbished device, meaning the device has been
through refurbishing process!
◦

N – Replacement device, meaning the originally bought
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Stanley Goodner posted the following article to lifewire.com on
November 30, 2017. tinyurl.com/ydcdn36h. © About.Inc. He has
spent over a decade writing tech-oriented articles and product
reviews. He earned a B.S. in Electronics Engineering Technology
from Excelsior College.
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date), it’s easier to file them later.!
Clear the Smear
Using a soft, lint-free cloth, wipe down the photos since any
fingerprint, smudge or dust will show up on the scan (and it
might not be salvageable). Be sure to wipe down the scanner
bed, too.!

How To Quickly Scan And Digitize
Photos

Quick Scanning with a Scanner
If you have and are familiar with a particular image editing/
scanning program for your scanner, stick with what you know.
Otherwise, if you are unsure about what to use and just want to
get started, your computer has some perfectly capable software
already installed as part of the operating system.!
For computers running Windows OS, it’s Windows Fax & Scan
and on the Mac it's called Image Capture.!
Once in the program, you’ll want to check/modify a few basic
settings (sometimes appearing after clicking ‘options’ or ‘show
more’) before you start scanning.!
#
% Image Format: You should be presented with a few
options such as BMP (lossless uncompressed, huge file size,
wide acceptance), TIFF (lossless compressed, huge/moderate
file size, selective acceptance), and JPEG (lossy compressed,
moderate/small file size, very wide acceptance). In most cases,
JPEG images are perfectly suitable for photographs.!

By Stanley Goodner
Whether equipped with a scanner or a smartphone, you can
digitize photos in record time' (assuming editing and touch-ups
will be done later). Keep in mind, a dedicated scanner will result
in higher-quality scans, but a smartphone can process photos in
a blink of an eye. Here’s how to get started.!

#
% Color Mode: When scanning color photos, set the mode
to color. Use the grayscale mode for everything else. The black
and white mode is only for text/graphics scanning.!
#
% Resolution: The minimum scanning resolution for photos
should be 300 DPI (allows for full-quality same-size prints). But if
you think you might ever enlarge a photo (i.e. creating an 8"x10"
or canvas print from a 4"x 6" original), set the DPI to 600.!

Prepare the Photos
It might seem like preparing photos will just cost you time, but
there's no point in taking the time to scan the photos if you won't
be able to use them later.!

#
% Folder Location: If available, designate/create the folder
that all scanned images will be saved to.!

By scanning photos together in clusters (birthday, weddings, by
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Fit as many photos on the scanner as possible, leaving at least
an eighth of an inch of space in between. Make sure that the
edges of photos are are aligned and parallel with each other (this
makes for faster cropping later on). Close the lid, start the scan,
and check the resulting image. If everything looks good, carefully
place a new set of photos on the scanner and continue. Later
you'll be able to separate the photos from the larger scan.!

shots from di&erent angles are used by the app to eliminate
pesky glare and shadows. When complete, PhotoScan
automatically performs the stitching, auto-enhancing, cropping,
resizing, and rotating. Files are saved on your smartphone. Here
are some tips to streamline the Google PhotoScan experience:!
#

% Work in an open, evenly-lit area!

When you’ve finished processing all of the photos, the job is
done. Technically. Each saved file is a collage of pictures, so a
little more work is involved to separate them individually. When
ready, use a photo editing program to open a scanned image file.
You’ll want to crop one of the individual pictures, rotate (if
necessary), and then save as a separate file (this is where you
can type a meaningful file name for better organization). Click the
undo button until the image reverts to its original, uncropped
state. Continue this process of cropping until you’ve saved a
separate copy of each picture within each scanned image file.!

#

% Adjust your positioning to minimize glare/shadows!

#
% Set photos on a flat, solid-color background (contrast
helps the app identify edges)!
#
%
tilting)!

Keep the smartphone/tablet parallel to the photo (no

#
% If glare/reflection persists, try turning on the flash (not
ideal, but we're trying to save time here)!

Many image editing/scanning software programs o&er a batch
mode that automates the scan-crop-rotate-save technique.!
Molly McLaughlin posted the following article to lifewire.com on
January 23, 2018.tinyurl.com/ybynckvl © About.Inc. She is a tech
expert with well over a decade's experience covering consumer
electronics and mobile. She contributes to PCMag.com with
reviews of mobile apps, software, GPS devices,! and more and
also writes for a number of additional outlets.

It’s worth spending a few minutes to see if this option is available
in the program you’re using – it will save a good amount of time
and clicking.!
Quick Scanning with a Smartphone
Since most of us don't carry a dedicated scanner with us, we
can look to our smartphone for help. While there are many apps
out there for this task, one that is fast and free is an app from
Google called PhotoScan. It's available for Android and available
for iOS.!

What A Virtual Assistant Is And How It Works
How smart speakers and assistants are transforming our lives

By Molly McLaughlin
A virtual assistant is an application that can understand voice
commands and complete tasks for a user. Virtual assistants are
available on most smartphones and tablets, traditional
computers, and, now, even standalone devices like the Amazon
Echo and Google Home.!

While PhotoScan will step you through what to do, here's how it
works: position the photo within the frame shown in the app. Hit
the scan button to start the processing; you’ll see four white dots
appear inside the frame.!
Align your device over the dots until they turn blue; these extra

They combine specialized computer chips, microphones, and
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software that listens for specific spoken commands from you and
usually answers back with a voice that you select.!
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A quick note: While virtual assistants can also refer to people
who perform administrative work for others, such as setting up
appointments and submitting invoices, this article is about the
smart assistants that live in our smartphones and other smart
devices.!

The Basics of Virtual Assistants

How to Use a Virtual Assistant
In most cases, you'll need to "wake up" your virtual assistant by
saying their name (Hey Siri, OK Google, Alexa). Most virtual
assistants are smart enough to understand natural language, but
you have to be specific. For instance, if you connect Amazon
Echo with the Uber app, Alexa can request a ride, but you have
to phrase the command correctly. You have to say "Alexa, ask
Uber to request a ride."!
Typically you'll need to speak to your virtual assistant because
it's listening for voice commands. Some assistants, however, can
reply to typed commands. For example, iPhones running iOS 11
or later can type questions or commands to Siri rather than
speaking them. Also, Siri can respond by text rather than speech
if you prefer. Likewise Google Assistant can respond to typed
commands by voice (choice of two) or by text.!

Virtual assistants like Alexa, Siri, Google Assistant, Cortana, and
Bixby can do everything from answer questions, tell jokes, play
music, and control items in your home such as lights, thermostat,
door locks and smart home devices. They can respond to all
sorts of voice commands, send text messages, make phone
calls, set up reminders; anything you do on your phone, you can
probably ask your virtual assistant to do for you.!

On smartphones, you can use a virtual assistant to adjust
settings or complete tasks such as sending a text, making a
phone call, or playing a song. Using a smart speaker, you can
control other smart devices in your home such as the thermostat,
lights, or security system.!

Even better, virtual assistants can learn over time and get to
know your habits and preferences, so they're always getting
smarter. Using artificial intelligence (AI), virtual assistants can
understand natural language, recognize faces, identify objects,
and communicate with other smart devices and software.'!

How Virtual Assistants&Work
Virtual assistants are what's called passive listening devices that
respond once they recognize a command or greeting (such as
"Hey Siri").!

The power of digital assistants will only grow, and it's
inevitable'that you'll use one of these assistants sooner or later (if
you haven't already).!

The virtual assistant must be connected to the Internet so it can
conduct web searches and find answers or communicate with
other smart devices. When you communicate with a virtual
assistant by voice, you can trigger the assistant and ask your
question without pausing. For example: " Hey Siri, what was the

Amazon Echo and Google Home are the main choices in smart
speakers, though we expect to see models from other brands
down the road.!
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score of the Eagle's game?" If the virtual assistant doesn't
understand your command or can't find an answer, it will let you
know, and you can try again by rephrasing your question or
speaking louder or slower. In some cases, there may be some
back and forth necessary, like if you ask for an Uber, you may
have to provide additional information about your current location
or destination.!
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most of your device settings and can mirror content from your
phone to most Samsung Smart TVs.!
Cortana is Microsoft’s virtual digital assistant that's comes
installed with Windows 10 computers. It's also available as a
download for Android and Apple mobile devices. Microsoft has
also partnered with Harman Kardon to release a smart speaker.
Cortana uses the Bing search engine to answer simple queries
and can set reminders and answer voice commands. You can set
time-based and location-based reminders, and even create a
photo reminder if you need to pick something specific up at the
store. To get Cortana on your Android or Apple device, you'll
need to create or log into a Microsoft account.!

Smartphone-based virtual assistants like Siri and Google
Assistant can also be activated by holding down the home
button on your device. Then you can type in your question or
request, and Siri and Google will respond by text. Smart
speakers, such as the Amazon Echo can only respond to voice
commands.!

Google Assistant is built into Google Pixel smartphones, the
Google Home smart speaker, and some third-party speakers
from brands including JBL. You can also interact with the Google
Assistant on your smartwatch, laptop, and TV as well as in the
Google Allo messaging app. (Allo is available for Android and
iOS.) While you can use specific voice commands, it also
responds to a more conversational tone and follow-up questions.
Google Assistant interacts with a multitude of apps and smart
home devices.!

The Popular Virtual Assistants
Alexa is Amazon's virtual assistant and it is available on the
Amazon Echo line of smart speakers as well as third-party
speakers from brands including Sonos and Ultimate Ears. You
can ask the Echo questions like "who is hosting SNL this week,"
ask it to play a song or make a phone call, and control your
smart home devices as you can with most virtual assistants. It
also has a feature called "multi-room music," the lets you play
the same music from each of your Echo speakers, much like you
can do with Sonos speaker systems. You can also configure the
Amazon Echo with third-party apps, so you can use it to call an
Uber, pull up a recipe, or lead you'through a workout.!

Finally, Siri, perhaps the most well-known virtual assistant is
Apple's brainchild. This virtual assistant works on iPhone, iPad,
Mac, Apple Watch, Apple TV, and HomePod, the company's
smart speaker. The default voice is female, but you can change it
to male, and change the language to Spanish, Chinese, French,
and a few others.!

Samsung's take on virtual assistants is Bixby, which is
compatible with Samsung smartphones running Android 7.9
Nougat or higher. Like Alexa, Bixby responds to voice
commands. It can also give you reminders about upcoming
events or tasks. You can also use Bixby along with your camera
to shop, get a translation, read QR codes, and identify a location.
For example, take a picture of a building to get information about
it, snap a photo of a product you're interested in buying, or take
a photo of text that you'd like translated to English or Korean.!

You can also teach it how to pronounce names correctly. When
dictating, you can speak out the punctuation and tap to edit if
Siri gets the message wrong. For commands, you can use
natural language.!

(Samsung's headquarters are in South Korea.) Bixby can control
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consuming to solve that answers close to the best are
considered acceptable. There is extensive study of the design,
testing, and improvement of algorithms, and there are methods
to determine the processing time, energy and storage costs of an
algorithm.!

AI And Humans
I Got Algorithm
By Kathy Garges&

Algorithms have been known and used for centuries. The word
“algorithm” comes from the Latinized name of Muhammad ibn
Musa al-Kwarizmi, a 9th century mathematician, whose books
eventually spread to, and advanced, mathematics in Europe.!

Algorithms have received significant press coverage recently,
especially in connection with concerns about bias in algorithms
that are used to determine important human matters like parole,
credit, and employment. Writers have also started to use the
word “algorithm” as a synonym for “artificial intelligence.” What,
exactly, is an algorithm?!

Since the advent of computers, “algorithm” has come to be used
in a narrowly defined way, as a procedure that can be completed
by a machine. Computer algorithms do not necessarily involve
AI, so using “algorithm” as a synonym for “AI” is inaccurate and
can be confusing. The mix up may come from the reality that all
AI is produced by means of algorithms. Even the new, di"cult,
complex, and exotic forms of AI operate by algorithms, including
quantum, deep learning, blockchain, self-driving cars, Internet
search, chess playing, and encryption.!

The most common definition is that an algorithm is a precisely
defined procedure or method. A recipe for chocolate chip
cookies is an algorithm. Natural language, such as that in a
typical food recipe, however, is not usually considered exact
enough to define an algorithm. Graphs, flow charts, math
equations, and computer code are often used.!

There are dozens of categories of algorithms. Here is some
information about three kinds, chosen in part for their colorful
names. An elevator algorithm in its simplest form automatically
determines the movement of an elevator by continuing the trip in
the current direction (up or down) until all requested trips in that
direction are completed, and then reversing direction to complete
signaled requests for trips in the opposite direction. If there are
no pending requests, the elevator stops and waits. Today’s
elevators, however, often use AI, including deep learning, to
determine movement. These algorithms take into account factors
like human preference for ratio of waiting time to trip time. An AI
elevator can be programmed to learn and adjust on an ongoing
basis.!

There is not a single, unique algorithm for every problem. More
than one algorithm can produce the same result. For example,
there can be many recipes for identical chocolate chip cookies,
varying the order of some of the steps, as well as various recipes
for similar cookies that are not readily distinguishable to our taste
buds.!
Even though an algorithm must be precise, it can include
elements that are determined randomly. A chocolate chip cookie
recipe could include an element to randomly determine whether
to add pecans, walnuts, or no nuts.!

A Monte Carlo algorithm uses probabilities in complex situations
where there are two or more random variables. These algorithms
are often used to make predictions and run simulations.

Also, a useful algorithm need not necessarily find the single best
answer to a problem. Some problems are so di"cult or time48
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Recently, they have been featured in studies about the
gerrymandering of voting districts, a hot U.S. political issue. (As
this writer was drafting this column, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court voided current district boundaries for electing the state’s
U.S. Congressional representatives, and ordered redrawing.)
Monte Carlo algorithms can be used to argue that existing voting
district boundaries are unfair, or to generate better district
boundaries, taking into account factors like roughly equal
population among districts, geographical compactness, and
overall likely legislative composition that reflects the population’s
political views.!
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its untagged merchandise for characters like Esmerelda and
Donald Duck.!
Sources and additional information:
“Algorithm,” Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm!
“List of algorithms,” Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List_of_algorithms!
Jesse Dunietz, “The Hidden Science of Elevators,” Popular
Mechanics, May 24, 2016, https://tinyurl.com/z44c6g7
Information Initiative at Duke, “Quantifying Gerrymandering,”
https://tinyurl.com/yay5827m!

An ant colony algorithm mimics the behavior of ants as they
search for food and leave markers to lead other ants to food
sources. This biological behavior is dynamic and complex. Some
ants continue random searches, while others follow scent
markers to food sources, strengthening a route with more
markers every time they return to the ant colony with food. Ant
colony algorithms are used for systems that change frequently,
with temporary local focuses, such as computer networks and
simulations of groups of human workers.!

Benjamin S. Lieberman and James Russell, “A Monte Carlo
measurement of Gerrymandering in Pennsylvania,” Joint
Mathematics Meetings, received September 26, 2017, https://
tinyurl.com/yb9syayr!
Macura, Wiktor K. "Ant Colony Algorithm." From MathWorld--A
Wolfram Web Resource, created by Eric W. Weisstein. https://
tinyurl.com/qfalwyg!

In an exciting recent development involving algorithms,
researchers reported in Nature magazine that they believe they
have identified the pathogen that caused the 16th century
cocoliztli epidemic that decimated the Aztecs, shortly after
European contact, in what is now Mexico. The study used a
seed-and-extend algorithm to analyze DNA found in a cemetery
linked to epidemic victims.!

*shild J. Vågene, et al., “Salmonella enterica genomes from
victims of a major sixteenth-century epidemic in Mexico,” Nature,
January 15, 2018 https://tinyurl.com/ybm5ohuq!
Will Knight, “Google’s Self-Training AI Turns Coders into
Machine-Learning Masters,” MIT Technology Review, January
17, 2018, https://tinyurl.com/y8xnsqoq !

In another recent development, Google is making available to
developers cloud-based deep learning algorithms for identifying
items in images. The tools will make it possible for developers
who are not deep learning experts to incorporate these
algorithms into software that will train image identification,
making the technology far more accessible. A free trial is
available. Google conducted testing of the new tools with various
companies. Disney, for one, successfully used the tools to search
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